Geneticists in 1933 and 1934 made the original discovery that led to the identification of the murine mammary tumor virus (MMTV) (1, 2). ~ By using reciprocal hybridization of high and low mammary tumor strains of mice, they discovered an extrachromosomal factor or maternal influence in mammary tumorigenesis. Bittner (3) later showed through foster nursing experiments that this factor could be transmitted through the milk and hence it was called the milk agent. Through logical steps this agent was eventually purified and characterized as an RNA-containing virus and shown in its mature form to be a characteristic particle now known as the type B particle or finally the MMTV.
Geneticists in 1933 and 1934 made the original discovery that led to the identification of the murine mammary tumor virus (MMTV) (1, 2) . ~ By using reciprocal hybridization of high and low mammary tumor strains of mice, they discovered an extrachromosomal factor or maternal influence in mammary tumorigenesis. Bittner (3) later showed through foster nursing experiments that this factor could be transmitted through the milk and hence it was called the milk agent. Through logical steps this agent was eventually purified and characterized as an RNA-containing virus and shown in its mature form to be a characteristic particle now known as the type B particle or finally the MMTV.
Bittner and Huseby (4) never considered the issue of mammary tumorigenesis as solely viral and persisted with the concept of three sets of interacting factors, the genetic constitution of the host, the hormonal influence, and the milk agent. He carried genetic crosses beyond the F1, and in the maternal line, F~, and in first backcrosses observed tumor and nontumor segregation ratios that were in accord with single dominant gene segregation (5) .
Subsequently, genetic crosses and foster nursing studies of strains C3H and C57BL carried out by Heston and co-workers in 1945 (6) showed that replication and transmission of virus was under genetic control. Females of the backcross to the susceptible C3H male could transmit the virus more effectively than those of the backcross to the resistant C57BL male. Again the C57BL backcross females showed a 50-50 tumor nontumor segregation ratio but nontumor females could also transmit virus although not as effectively as those that later developed tumors. Successive backcrossing of these C57BL backcross females to C57BL males completely eliminated virus by the third backcross suggesting that the number of genes controlling virus was few and possibly only one (7) . However, a subsequent more detailed study of the second backcross populations did not support single gene control (8) .
In the 50's and 60's Mtihlbock (9) developed strain GR that was unique in that female mice had a very high incidence of mammary tumors which was transmitted by the male as readily as by the female. It was of special interest to us when Bentvelzen in 1968 and 1972 (10, 11) suggested from his data that the GR virus was genetically transmitted as a structural gene, the provirus, controlled by a regulator gene. From tumor nontumor segregation ratios, Bentvelzen concluded that single gene segregation accounted for mammary tumorigenesis. In GR and C57BL crosses carried out by van Nie and co-workers (12) the single gene hypothesis seemed to be supported. However, data from the second backcross appeared to be inadequate particularly in the light of the past observations already discussed. As a further complication in crosses between GR and BALB/c, Nandi 1 Abbreviation used in this paper: MMTV, murine mammary tumor virus. 1206 THE JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE • VOLUME 146, 1977 and Helmich (13) observed MMTV segregation ratios in the F2 and backcross generations that fit a two gene model. We therefore initiated a study of the genetic transmission of MMTV in which the presence and segregation of MMTV expression in F~, F2, and backcross hybrids of the low mammary tumor strain C57BL and the high mammary tumor strain GR was analyzed (14) . To test the single gene hypothesis special emphasis was given to the second backcross.
In crosses in which passage of virus was only through the male, MMTV expression in milk samples from early lactations segregated in first backcross females in a 60:40 ratio not significantly different from the expectancy for either single or two gene control as postulated by either Bentvelzen or Nandi and Helmich, respectively (10, 13) . Among the second backcross progeny of MMTV-positive first backcross females there were more virus-positive females than among the offspring of virus-negative first backcross females indicating significant segregation of genetic factors influencing virus expression. However, all second backcross families had some virus-positive females and further the families from virus-positive first backcross females had an incidence of positive females above the 50:50 ratio expected with single gene control. Similarly, of 25 second backcross families of first backcross males all but one had MMTV-positive females with no evidence of grouping of families. These results suggested strongly that virus expression in crosses between GR and C57BL mice was regulated by more than a single locus.
In addition to the measure of MMTV expression, females from these crosses have now been observed for appearance of mammary tumors.
In the present report an analysis of the genetic segregation of the tumors in these hybrids and the correlation of tumor frequency with the early measure of expression of virus in milk is reported. These results indicate that MMTV expression and mammary tumorigenesis are highly correlated. Also, analysis of the segregation ratios reveals that genetic control is more complex than can be explained by the single gene hypothesis.
Materials and Methods
A detailed outline of the breeding experiment (see below), the care of the animals, and the measure of MMTV expression was given in the previous publication (14) . The C57BL parent strain was the line from our laboratory in which less than 1% of females normally develop mammary gland tumors by 2 yr of age (15) . The strain GR parents were derived from the GR strain developed by Mfihlbock (9) and received from his laboratories in 1960. This strain has a mammary tumor incidence of approximately 100% males transmit MMTV as readily as do females. It was in strain GR that Bentvelzen et al. (16) described male transmission of MMTV and proposed single dominant gene control for genetically transmitted virus.
The various hybrids produced from these strains are listed in Table I and their designation is given. Our intent was to study only male-transmitted genetic influences to eliminate putative milk-transmitted virus. The first cross between a C57BL mother and a GR father produced the F1 population which was 100%; positive for virus expression (14) ; brother sister matings of this F1 population produced F~ populations. The first backcross to C57BL populations were done as reciprocal crosses to evaluate the putative milk-transmitted virus influence on virus expression in mammary tumorigenesis. Thus, either an FI mother and/or a C57BL mother were employed in matings to produce the two reciprocal groups of first backcross animals designated BC~. Second backcross populations were derived from 25 male and 25 female BC1 animals by using C57BL mates. The BC~ females had been further segregated based on early lactation virus-positive and early lactation virus-negative groups.
After MMTV expression was measured during the first or second lactation, females were retired to holding cages. However the 25 first backcross females were allowed to produce as many second backcross litters as possibl~ before being retired. All females were examined twice weekly (17) . Similarly, viral polypeptide expression levels in milk correlate highly with the likelihood of any given female within an inbred strain of developing a mammary tumor (18) (19) (20) . Until the recent small study by van Nie et al. (21) , no study had evaluated the correlation between virus expression and tumorigenesis in various hybrid generations by using high and low mammary tumor incidence mice strains. As shown in Table II , in a very large number of animals the percentage of animals with tumor virus expression parallels the percentage of the various hybrid groups which developed tumors. In subsequent hybrid generations, as increasing genetic information from C57BL is introduced there is a marked decline in both virus expression and tumor frequency, and further, virus expression always exceeds tumor incidence. For example, 88% of the F2 generation females express virus, but only 73% develop tumors.
The incidence of virus-positive BC-1 females with a C57BL mother was 60%, intermediate between the 50% expectancy for a single gene and the 75% expectancy if either of two genes resulted in virus transmission (14) , The incidence of virus-positive first backcross females with an F1 mother was 88%, considerably higher than in the reciprocal cross. Interestingly, the incidence of tumors in both groups was 41 and 42%. These data and similar results from reciprocal second backcross offspring suggest that the gentically-transmitted virus and/or genetically-transmitted factors are more important in mammary tumorigenesis than is milk-transmitted virus.
A similar lack of maternal influence on virus expression was noted in the second backcross populations. The frequency of virus expression regardless of the first backcross parent was approximately 50%, and the tumor incidence in (1) died in the cages and no records were obtained. § Data from previous publication (1).
both groups was approximately 15%. Thus, in both the first and second backcross generations there was no evidence of a maternal influence on tumorigenesis and only in the first backcross generation was there an apparent influence on the frequency of virus expression.
Although the incidence of virus-positive females is significantly greater than would be predicted with a single gene in all crosses, the incidence of mammary tumors in the F2 and the first backcross groups shown in Table II do not differ significantly from ratios expected with a single dominant gene hypothesis; 73% observed, 75% expected (X 2 = 0.104; 0.80 > P > 0.70); 41 and 42% observed, 50% expected (X ~ = 1.7418; 0.20 > P > 0.10) (×2 = 1.1486; 0.30 > P > 0.20). However, such an analysis of tumor incidence breaks down upon the analysis of the various second backcross generations as will be shown subsequently. Table III . With but few exceptions, all mammary tumors occurred in females that had been mammary tumor virus positive at either the first or second lactation. The exceptions were three C57BL females which were virus negative and developed mammary tumors. It is possible that the three females listed in Table III may have become infected venerally at later matings with their MTV-positive GR and F1 cage mates. Other exceptions to the high correlation between virus expression and mammary tumors were one fir §t backcross and six second backcross females that had been classified as virus negative and later developed mammary tumors. These tumors could not be attributed to venereal infection since these females had been mated only to C57BL males, but might be explained by testing errors or tabular mistakes. Additionally, there was a mammary tumor in a virus-negative second backcross female that was probably caused by an active chromophobe adenoma of the pituitary gland that occurred in this animal. In subsequent backcross generations, the proportion of virus-positive females that developed mammary tumors was much lower. As will be shown subsequently, lower tumor incidence was in part due to lower levels of virus expression. Therefore, the simple presence of virus expression in the milk did not necessarily equal tumor formation. As is also shown in Table III , decreasing virus expression in backcross groups prolonged the latency to tumor formation from 9 mo in the GR strain to approximately 16 mo in the second backcross generations. Thus, the correlation between the proportion of any parental strain or hybrid group which expresses MMTV virus and the percentage of that group that develops tumors is very high and further correlates with tumor latency.
Correlation between Virus Expression and Tumors in GR and

Correlation between Virus Expressor Status and Mammary Tumors in Second Backcross Females.
With the high degree of correlation between virus expression and the propensity for mammary tumorigenesis, it was possible to evaluate critically various second backcross generations for tumor and nontumor segregation ratios. Specifically, this analysis is to test the single gene hypothesis for mammary tumorigenesis to test the role of milk-transmitted virus and finally to extend the correlation between virus expression and tumor formation. As shown in sections A and B of Table IV, by selecting families from virus-positive and virus-negative first backcross mothers the frequency of mammary tumorigenesis differed significantly, 35 and 1%, respectively.
Female progeny from virus-positive first backcross mothers (Table IV, Section B of Table IV shows the correlation between virus expression and tumorigenesis in the female offspring of 13 first backcross females classified at early lactations as virus negative. Only one mammary tumor was noted in 170 offspring and only 32% were virus positive. The ability to separate first backcross mothers so strikingly into two groups clearly indicates that genetic factors are important in the regulation of virus expression and tumorigenesis. More importantly, factors regulating viral expression, regardless of their complexity are also important determinants of mammary tumorigenesis.
As indicated earlier, the larger number of animals available from the progeny of these first backcross females shown in both sections of Table IV enables a more precise statistical analysis of the single gene hypothesis for mammary tumorigenesis. This hypothesis would predict a 50% mammary tumor incidence among the BC2 female offspring of virus-positive BC1 mothers. Of 113 BC2 female offspring of the early positive backcross females, 35 of those with virus developed tumors. However, this incidence does not support the single gene hypothesis since the observed 31% tumor incidence of tumors associated with virus is significantly lower than 50% expectancy; X 2 = 8.01 P < 0.01. Such an analysis of these second backcross females (section A) is complicated by possible milk transmission of virus in addition to the genetic influences transmitted by these first backcross mothers. However, if milk virus transmission was operative one might expect an enhancement of genetically-transmitted virus and actually expect a figure greater than 50% tumor incidence. Given that the observed values were significantly lower than would be predicted by a single gene, antibody influences in milk (22) or negative influences from the C57BL genotype must be postulated to be consistent with a single GR gene hypothesis.
Analysis of the Reciprocal Second Backcross Population with a Male First Backcross Parent. The breeding test of the 25 first backcross males to produce second backcross females has the disadvantage that it was not possible to classify the fathers as virus positive or negative. However, this cross has the advantage that large numbers of female offspring are produced allowing analysis of individual second backcross families. As previously reported 24 of the 25 first backcross males produced female progeny that were virus positive (14) . As shown in Table V , 15 males produced female offspring that developed mammary tumors. If a single gene were involved we would assume that these 15 BC1 males had that gene and the incidences of mammary tumors in their families would be distributed about a 50% incidence. In contrast, the tumor incidences range from 5-58% with no evidence of grouping (Table VI) . There was a total of 347 offspring in these 15 second backcross families of which 95 animals or 27% of the total had tumors. This incidence is significantly below the 50% expected with a single gene segregation: ×2 = 37.43; P < 0.001. Thus, although the incidence of mammary tumors in the F2 and first backcross generations do not deviate significantly from that expected for a single gene hypothesis, such an hypothesis is not supported with the data from this second backcross generation. These data strongly support a more complex genetic situation than can be explained as a single mendelian trait. 
* All first backcross mothers were virus positive in their first or second lactation and are identified in the previous publication. 10 of these 12 mothers developed mammary tumors, the exceptions being 1853 and 2060. $ Number in parenthesis represents percent of total. § Of 13 virus-negative mothers tested in early lactations, 12 were tumor free at the time of death, One mother, 1979, died and was cannibalized, thus no final record is available.
Comparison of Agouti Gene Segregation and Mammary Tumor Segregation. Evidence that typical mendelian segregation occurred in the GR-C57BL
crosses came from studies of the agouti locus through the second backcross generation (Table VI) . In the second backcross females there was single gene Distribution of Age and Tumor Death. It has been considered by some authors that there are two kinds of mammary tumors, those that arise relatively early in the life of the animal and are induced by MMTV and those that arise relatively late and are caused by other factors and/or genetically transmitted MMTV (21, 23, 24) . The many mammary tumors occurring in these hybrids were tabulated according to tumor age to see if there was evidence for such separation. The distribution presented in the histogram in text Fig. 1 spreads from 8 to 25 mo but fails to indicate any grouping according to age at which the tumors appeared. We conclude that early and late are more likely the result of levels of virus expression interacting with a particular genotype. Further, it should be noted that by 2 yr the age-specific incidence of mammary tumors appears to be declining markedly suggesting that most mammary tumors occurred in this population by 20 mo of age.
Reticular Cell Neoplasms in Second Backcross Females. Earlier studies have shown that type C expression is correlated with reticular cell neoplasms but not with mammary tumorigenesis although no measure of MMTV expression was reported (25) . We were interested to determine if mammary tumor virus expression could be directly demonstrated to be independent or dependent of reticular cell tumors in various hybrid groups. An analysis of the second backcross groups for reticular cell neoplasms indicated no correlation between virus expressor status and reticulum cell tumors (Table VII) . Thus, the high association between type B virus expression and mammary adenocarcinomas appears to be specific to that class of tumors and not general for all tumor types.
Other Tumors in C57BL, GR, and Their Hybrids. All neoplasms observed in the parent strains and their various hybrids in this study are listed in Table  VIII . Most of the mammary tumors were Dunn's types A and B (26) . In all cases they were classified depending on whether the cell arrangement was predominantly an adenoid, type A, or predominantly sheets and cords, type B, because most tumors had areas that were of the alternate type. The pale cell carcinoma has been described by van Nie and Dux (27) in the GR strain. The pale cell carcinoma reveals cells that appear to lie in compact sheets but take a very pale stain with hematoxylin and eosin. Thus far we have noted this type of mammary tumor only in the GR strain and hybrids derived therefrom.
It was of interest that adenocanthomas observed in these groups occurred in females whose milk was virus positive. In other studies (28, 29) this type of neoplasm had been noted in strains such as the C3HfB, thought to be free of milk-transmitted virus and especially among mammary tumors induced by chemical carcinogens. Thus adenocanthomas may represent an aberrant or unusual result of the activation of type B virus expression (30) . Further studies will be necessary to validate this hypothesis.
Aider mammary tumors, the next most frequently occurring neoplasm in this study were the reticulum cell neoplasms probably because of the influence of the C57BL strain. This group included both reticulum cell types A and B described by Dunn (30) . Other neoplasms in the GR strain included lymphocytic leukemias and lung tumors, but were limited to these two groups probably because of the early death of the GR females from mammary tumors. The list includes in the other groups a number of other tumors, none of which occurred in significant numbers in the population.
Discussion
The initial reports of mammary tumor virus segregation as a single dominant gene in crosses between the GR and C57BL used mammary tumor development as the measure of virus expression (10) (11) (12) (14) . The present study was designed to investigate this point specifically for mammary tumors through the second backcross generation. The analysis of mammary tumorigenesis in the Fl's, F2's, and first backcross generations yielded results that were consistent with a dominant single gene determinant for mammary tumorigenesis in agreement with the earlier observations of Bentvelzen and van Nie et al. (10) (11) (12) . However, our concern in initiating these studies, was that statistically, too few second backcross segregants had been analyzed. In our analysis of the second backcross generation the hypothesis for a single gene is not proven. Although we cannot exclude a negative genetic influence contribution from the C57BL genotype, we favor the view that mammary tumorigenesis in these crosses is not a single gene influence but are a threshold expression of multifactorial genetic inheritance from the parental phenotypes. Such inheritance patterns can be expected with threshold or quasi-continuous characters. Several examples of such phenomena in mammalian genetics are known (32) (33) (34) (35) .
The evidence from this and other studies suggests that the genesis of mammary tumors in such hybrids is an interplay between multiple positive and negative influences. Many of the positive influences appear to affect the expression of mammary tumor virus in early lactations and promote expression of high virus titers. Animals that display this particular phenotype for whatever reasons appear to have a greater potential for the development of mammary tumors. Negative genetic influences that may influence virus expression are largely undefined at the present time and may be exemplified by the regulatory genes present in the C57BL mouse that prevent expression, or the spontaneous 10-fold drop in constitutive virus expression noted in mammary cells in culture (36) . Since both the GR and C57BL strains have comparable although not necessarily identical amounts of mammary tumor viral genes in their DNA (37) , it would appear that the regulation of the expression of these genes is an important determinant in natural mammary tumorigenesis. The definition of genetic influences that regulate mammary tumor virus expression is an important future concern in the understanding of the regulation of murine carcinomas.
This rather genetic interpretation of mammary tumorigenesis does not adequately deal with what is commonly presumed to be a largely milk-transmitted disease. The milk influence, presumably a milk-transmitted mammary tumor virus into susceptible recipient newborn animals may also play a role in natural disease (38) . In this context, the ability to lower or alter tumor incidence by foster nursing (39) suggests that the milk-transmitted virus is relevant although such experiments have not been repeated in the past 20 yr. Certainly the view that cancer is a delicately balanced interplay between positive and negative influences has been altered to a significant degree by geneticist's selection for particular tumor phenotypes. For example, high mammary tumor incidence strains where milk transmission is an important factor might not commonly exist in situations where natural selection is operative. The results of reciprocal cross analysis (Tables I, II, situations simple transmission from milk is by no means the only determinant of mammary tumorigenesis. In fact, it would appear that although multiple factors are involved in virus expression it is genetically-transmitted determinants that are primarily responsible for the development of mammary tumors.
There is no natural situation where mammary tumor virus is expressed at high levels and the population is not at risk for some mammary tumors. Nor is there a mouse population that has a mammary tumor incidence of greater than 20% that can be shown to be free of detectable mammary tumor virus expression. Thus, as shown herein there is a high degree of association on the level of individual animals, within inbred strains and at the level of the whole population between virus expression and propensity for the development of mammary tumors. It would appear however that environmental influences may play important roles in determining whether or not an animal expresses high levels of mammary tumor virus. For example, glucocorticoids have been shown to be an important determinant of mammary tumor virus expression in tissue culture (40) and similarly this and other hormones are likely to play important, although as yet largely undefined roles, in natural mammary tumorigenesis.
In view of the clearcut association between virus expression and mammary tumorigenesis it is perhaps surprising that we consider the possibility that mammary tumorigenesis is not the direct effect of a mammary tumor virus gene or genes. However this possibility should be considered in light of recent results from type C virus studies in AKR thymic leukemias (41) . The virus currently regarded as the cause of this well-studied disease appears not to be the classic ecotropic AKR virus but the result of recombinational events between the AKR virus and endogenous xenotropic viruses in the AKR mice (41) . Similarly in rats, another murine system, recombinational events have been clearly demonstrated which result in altered viral properties and the ability to transform cells in cell culture (42) . As yet there is no direct evidence of a viral-encoded transformation gene nor evidence for recombinational events in mammary tumorigenesis. Nevertheless these possibilities are being pursued (24) . Summary Mammary tumorigenesis in genetic crosses between the high mammary tumor incidence GR and the low incidence C57BL mouse strains is highly correlated with murine mammary tumor virus expression in milk. Although the F1 and first backcross females had a mammary tumor incidence which was consistent with a single dominant gene segregation, the tumor incidence in the critical second backcross segregants disproved the single gene hypothesis. Genetic factors were clearly involved in regulation of virus expression which in turn correlated with both tumor incidence and tumor latency; these complex phenotypes are however best explained as threshold or quasicontinuous characters. As predicted from this model, the age specific incidence of mammary tumors showed a broad peak at 14-19 mo of age with no evidence of an early or late phase. Hematopoietic tumors showed no correlation with virus expression or mammary tumorigenesis suggesting different etiologies for these tumors.
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